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Extraordinary GENERAL MEETING (EGM) 
Date:  Tuesday 1st November 2016 at 7:00pm  

At: Karmand Community Centre, Barkerend Road, BD3 9NT, Bradford 
 

Minutes 
 

All Club Members were present, no Apologies  
  
The Chair opened the meeting with his opening statement explaining the purpose of the meeting as 
well as the format which was in line with Quaid E Azam Sunday Cricket League’s Constitution in 
relation to rule 5a. (23 signatures were acquired by both RSCC & RCC to activate rule 5a) 
  
The Chair clearly explained that tonight’s panel will be the League Members, and all questions will be 
directed to all three clubs (Rising Stars, Raja & Flix). Therefore if any club member wanted to know 
or understand the context of the case, they could visit the League’s Website, read the minutes, and 
familiarise themselves with why the Executive and Appeal Panel made their respective decisions.  
 
The Chair also clarified why it was in the League’s best interest to follow the League’s Constitution, 
which was in contrary to the advice recommended by Ian Livesey. (WYACC)   
  
Raja & RSCC (joint) as well as Flix were given the opportunity to make their verbal statements. 
These followed a series of questions from the member clubs present. 
  
Once the teams had delivered their statements, the member clubs Secretary/Rep were asked to 
complete a ballot slip which had three choices:  
 
1. Vote:  In favour of the proposal 
2. Against the proposal 
3. Abstain 
  
Mohammed Javed was responsible at the ballot room, ensuring all members were given the freedom 
and privacy to cast their respective vote. The votes were counted by the League Treasury Hafiz 
Rahman as well as Mohammed Javed. 
  
The result was read out by Amir Majid. 
 
1. In favour of the proposal (18) 
2. Against the proposal (8) 
3. Abstain (4)  
 
After the result the meeting was closed immediately with the proposal NOT being carried 
forward.  
 
Meeting closed at 9:00pm 


